
UNIT: Angron 
 
TYPE: Monstrous Creature 
WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT: 
• Iron Hard Skin 
• Angron’s Black Blade 
• Collar of Khorne 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES: 
• Daemon 
• Living Icon 
• Daemonic Flight 
• Roar of Hate 
• Martial Awe 

ANGRON POINTS: 1000 

NOT GAMES WORKSHOP APPROVED.  USE ONLY WITH PERMISSION FROM YOUR OPPONENT. 

SPECIAL RULES: 
Iron Hard Skin:  Angron’s flesh has become unnaturally resilient to damage.  He has a 2+ armor save in addition to his Invulnerable 
Save. 
Angron’s Black Blade:  Angron is armed with a viscous chaos blade nearly three meters long.  It is a master-crafted Bloodfeeder 
Daemon Weapon that causes instant death to any model suffering an unsaved wound. Angron may re-roll one or both dice when 
determining the number of attacks he may have in an assault phase. 
Collar of Khorne:  The brass collar encircling the Daemon Primarch’s neck provides the finest protection from the hated powers of 
sorcery.  Angron has the Blessing of the Blood God.  In addition, any Psychic Power directed against him or used by a model in base 
contact (by friend or foe) is nullified on a D6 roll of 2+. 
Daemon: Angron has received the ultimate reward from his patron Khorne having been elevated into the ranks of the daemon 
lords.  As such he is Fearless, has an Invulnerable Save, and is an Eternal Warrior.  He may join any formation, counting as a 
Bloodthirster. 
Living Icon:  Angron counts as a Chaos Icon marked by Khorne. 
Daemonic Flight:  Angron may either move normally or as if he was Jump Infantry except that if he does so he moves up to 24” 
rather than the usual 12”. 
Roar of Hate: Every enemy unit within 12” of Angron must reduce their Leadership by 1 point.  When assaulting through difficult 
terrain he counts as having Assault Grenades. 
Martial Awe: Such is Angron’s mastery of the art of close combat that others will naturally stand and watch the spectacle.  Any 
enemy unit wishing to join an assault featuring Angron that is already in progress must first pass a Leadership test.  If the test is 
failed, they may not launch an assault this turn as they are too stunned by Angron’s performance. 

By: Matthew Plonski 12/31/2011 

Angron was one of the super-human Space Marine Primarchs created 
by the Emperor of mankind in an effort to battle against the tide of 
Chaos.  From Angron’s genetic material the Emperor created the 
World Eaters Space Marines.  Angron fought innumerable campaigns 
alongside Horus and deeply respected his ability as a great military 
tactician and his sense of honor and pride as a warrior. 
Angron was the first Primarch to join Horus in revolt against the 
Emperor, for Angron knew Horus as a brother and supported the 
Warmaster in demanding a new order of discipline and martial virtue 
as the only way to save mankind from destruction.  Once the rebellion 
turned into full-scale civil war Angron and the World Eaters were 
drawn into bloodier and bloodier conflicts.  He realized too late that 
instead of saving the Imperium they were destroying it, but his pride 
prevented him withdrawing from the war and his good intentions 
became his downfall as he was drawn into the embrace of Chaos. 
 

The World Eaters has always been the most savage and warlike Space 
Marines and Angron led them in the worship of Khorne, god of war 
and bloodshed.  Though Angron’s loyalty to the Imperium was once 
exemplary, Khorne appealed to his honor and martial pride more than 
the Emperor ever could.  As a Champion of Khorne Angron led the 
World Eaters through some of the greatest and bloodiest battles of 
the Horus Heresy, including the assault on the Imperial palace.  When 
the heresy failed and Horus was slain, Angron and his World Eaters 
battled halfway across the galaxy to reach the Eye of Terror and the 
Daemon World Khorne had prepared for them. 
Khorne has wrought many changes in Angron during the Primarch’s 
service.  Angron is now a hulking, muscular giant with skin the color of 
spilt blood.  His face is a bestial and fang filled, his eyes milky white 
without iris or pupil.  Angron fights with a mighty Chaos blade of black 
glowing iron etched with runes of doom and destruction. His voice is a 
mighty storm and mortals quail at his approach. 
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